Company Philosophy:
Serving Hawaii’s Healthcare Professionals since 1984, R.Weinstein
provides dependable local service with competitive pricing on both brand
name and high quality private label products. R.Weinstein is affiliated
with National Distribution & Contracting (NDC), a national organization
of independently owned distributors throughout the United States and
Canada. By offering a comprehensive mix of pharmaceuticals, vaccines,
medical supplies and equipment with on-island inventory, next day
delivery service and knowledgeable consultants, R.Weinstein is Hawaii’s
leading supplier to the non-acute market. Your order is carefully pulled,
checked, packaged and delivered with Aloha right here in Hawaii. There
are no hidden freight charges or extra handling fees from the Mainland
tacked on to your invoice. Our phones are promptly answered by people
ready, willing and able to help you. During our normal business hours,
you won’t get an impersonal operator who puts you on hold or a
seemingly endless series of prompts, recordings or beeps. All company
decisions are made right here in Hawaii and not by some conglomerate,
corporation or Board of Directors on the Mainland who may not have
your best interests at heart. If you have a question, our customer service
representatives are in the same time zone you are and will gladly assist.
If you are calling about an invoice or statement, it too can be quickly
resolved right here in the 50th State. If you need help in your office, one
of our knowledgeable sales consultants is only a phone call away and
can come to your rescue. At R.Weinstein we like to say that we provide
“non-invasive, good old-fashioned service”. We don’t employ pushy sales
people or use tactics to try and get you to buy something you don’t need.
We respect your right to privacy and your valuable time. Thank you for
your business and “It’s always a pleasure serving you”!

